• A professional team with more than 20 years of experience
delivering first class services to top demanding travelers.

• 100% tailor made itineraries and stays.
• Customized proposals to our clients’ needs and desires, and
through the best local suppliers.

•

The best travel consultants: we only propose to you those
trips and activities we have experienced.

• We go with you along your trip: 24/7 service.
• Exclusive and unique experiences.
• Excellence in the Service.
• Portugal and Spain are our passion.

The Best Choice
Our goal is you to build unforgettable memories
in our country, discovering our vast historical
heritage as well as enjoying and feeling like a
local.
You will have the perfect plan tailored to your needs.
You can settle in a city to get the most out of it, and make trips
to the nearby interesting places in the area, or just design a
customized itinerary if you prefer to wander across cities and
landscapes, all over the country.
Tell us your interests and we will prepare for you the most
memorable trip of your life.
Our suggestions contain everything we would recommend to
our best friends, because both our friends and local contacts
advise us about the best time, the best place and the best
companion at each stage of the trip.

Contact us
www.destination-spain.com
Tel: + 34 619 762 309 / +34 630 953 212
Joan Obiols, 15 - 08034 Barcelona
USA & CANADA: ds@destination-spain.com
LATINAMERICA: latinamerica@destination-spain.com

Your Local Expert

Accommodation
Where do you wish to be happy? A castle, a palace or a monastery, a central and modern luxury hotel, a quiet little
charming villa, a boutique hotel, a comfortable country
house or villa with amazing sea views. Unique sites for
unique travelers.

Gastronomy and wine
Renowned chefs cuisine, regional and traditional recipes,
Michelin-starred restaurants, avant-garde cuisine, legendary
tapas, delicious tasting menus. Unveil the secret treasures of
our wineries and vineyards where legendary wines are aged.

Art and Culture
Portugal and Spain, two countries that accumulate more
World Heritage sites than any other, either monumental and
traditions and culture.

Shopping
Take care of yourself in the best Spas. Indulge your ego in
the best stores. Stimulating shopping sessions in the most
fashionable areas and trendiest stores in major cities or outlets, all filled with legendary brands.

With the family
Rediscover nature, recover emotions, play, unveil that kid
hidden inside you in a theme park, admire beautiful landscapes while riding a bike with your children.

The spectacular Spain or Portugal
Be seduced by the magic of flamenco or fado. Admire bullfighting at the best arenas. Attend top sporting events: Formula 1 and unique football experiences, always from the
ringside.

Action at will
Adventure, sport and adrenaline in the perfect countries for all kinds of outdoor activities. Golf, horseback
riding, balloon flights over forests and fields, plane flights
over cities, quad, segway or bike tours, sail cruises. Find yourself and feel unforgettable emotions in dream scenarios.

